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Headline | Copy
Is there a compelling headline?
Is the message conveyed in a short, simple and direct way?

Call To Action
Is the CTA always visible?
Does it stand out?
Does it look clickable?
Is there a clear user benefit?
Does it instill a sense of urgency?

Design
Does the banner have enticing imagery?
Does the banner maintain a visual hierarchy?

Interactivity
Is there relevant interactivity?
Is the interactivity intuitive and user friendly?

Animation
Does the animation succeed in grabbing the user’s attention?
Does the animation resolve to a frame that makes sense on it’s own?

Suggestions
This banner looks pretty good, the imagery is relevant to the
topic, and the headline is somewhat compelling to the target
audience. There are a couple tweaks we could make that
might help improve performance. Specifically I would look at
the headline and the CTA.
The headline isn’t bad, but it might benefit by adding phrasing
that will make it more provocative & personal to the user.
• “Why buying gold will not be enough to protect your
retirement.”
• “Is buying gold enough to protect your retirement?”
• “Gold is not enough: Top 5 ways you can protect your
retirement.”
Using an arrow might be an effective CTA, since the landing
page for this unit is a video. But since the target audience is
seniors, it might make more sense to use a more traditional
CTA with text.
• SEE WHY
• LEARN MORE
• WATCH THIS

Alignment
Does the banner and LP share cohesive imagery, and copy?
Does the page look like what the user expected to see?

Simplicity / Clarity
Does the LP have a clean, straight forward design?
Does the navigation make sense?
Do the buttons stand out, and look clickable?
Is it clear to the user what they are supposed to do?

Security
Would you be comfortable entering personal
information on this LP?
Does the LP tell the user it’s secure?

Response
Do all the buttons and links work?
Are errors in the forms communicated to the user?

Suggestions
The banner and landing page match up well, using Ron Paul’
s photo in the banner helps to make this experience
seamless. However, we do see a few issues with the landing
page.

1 There is no indication what the user is supposed to do on
this page other than watch the video (which gives no
indication of duration). I recommend adding either a CTA to
get the “RISK FREE DETAILS” or a small form field where the
user can enter their email address to get the information. One
or both of these items should be always present on the
landing page.
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2 If the user attempts to close the landing page window they
get a pop up notification. This makes me automatically think
that the site is malicious in some way. I suggest removing the
pop up. I also think you should add some type of protection
guarantee to make users feel more comfortable to enter their
information.
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Headline | Copy
Is there a compelling headline?
Is the message conveyed in a short, simple and direct way?

Call To Action
Is the CTA always visible?
Does it stand out?
Does it look clickable?
Is there a clear user benefit?
Does it instill a sense of urgency?

Design
Does the banner have enticing imagery?
Does the banner maintain a visual hierarchy?

Interactivity
Is there relevant interactivity?
Is the interactivity intuitive and user friendly?

Animation
Does the animation succeed in grabbing the user’s attention?
Does the animation resolve to a frame that makes sense on it’s own?

Suggestions
This banner looks like it should perform pretty well. The
headline style and copy along with the CTA make the ad look
similar to content. We have a couple minor suggestions for
this unit.
We might want to A/B test this unit using different hero
imagery. Rather than showing the ex congressman it might
make more sense to show a senior citizen.
There is also an opportunity to test adding animation to this
concept in the form of an image gallery. We could include the
photo of Ron Paul, along with a couple shots of senior
citizens, possibly looking concerned. Adding animation might
be a good way to draw more attention to this ad unit, while
keeping the feel of the ad.

Alignment
Does the banner and LP share cohesive imagery, and copy?
Does the page look like what the user expected to see?

Simplicity / Clarity
Does the LP have a clean, straight forward design?
Does the navigation make sense?
Do the buttons stand out, and look clickable?
Is it clear to the user what they are supposed to do?

Security
Would you be comfortable entering personal
information on this LP?
Does the LP tell the user it’s secure?

Response
Do all the buttons and links work?
Are errors in the forms communicated to the user?

Suggestions
The banner and landing page align fairly well, they both
use the same headline, copy and CTA style.

1 I like using the image of Barack Obama in the
advertorial, but it might hurt the alignment of the banner
and the landing page a little bit. If you decide to try using
an image of senior citizen in the banner I would continue
that image into the landing page. That will create a more
cohesive experience for the user, and they will be more
inclined to trust and this site and continue reading.
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Unlike the previous landing page, this page does a better
job of giving the user options for links they can click on.
Since all of the links lead back to the other landing page, I
would consider adding a small form to this landing page
where the user could enter their email address to get the
information.
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Headline | Copy
Is there a compelling headline?
Is the message conveyed in a short, simple and direct way?

Call To Action
Is the CTA always visible?
Does it stand out?
Does it look clickable?
Is there a clear user benefit?
Does it instill a sense of urgency?

Design
Does the banner have enticing imagery?
Does the banner maintain a visual hierarchy?

Interactivity
Is there relevant interactivity?
Is the interactivity intuitive and user friendly?

Animation
Does the animation succeed in grabbing the user’s attention?
Does the animation resolve to a frame that makes sense on it’s own?

Suggestions
Similar to the previous banner, the imagery, headline, copy
and CTA all make this banner look very similar to content,
which should help to generate a fairly high click thru rate. We
don’t have many suggestions for this banner other than
simply trying multiple headlines and images to see which
version performs the best.
One additional thing that might help to improve this banner’s
performance, is to convert it to HTML5 rather than a static ad
and add interactivity. This could be something simple, like
when the user rolls over the banner, the headline becomes
underlined. Or you could try a version of this unit where you
use an image gallery, and allow the user to scroll through
multiple photos.

Alignment
Does the banner and LP share cohesive imagery, and copy?
Does the page look like what the user expected to see?

Simplicity / Clarity
Does the LP have a clean, straight forward design?
Does the navigation make sense?
Do the buttons stand out, and look clickable?
Is it clear to the user what they are supposed to do?

Security
Would you be comfortable entering personal
information on this LP?
Does the LP tell the user it’s secure?

Response
Do all the buttons and links work?
Are errors in the forms communicated to the user?

Suggestions
The banner and landing page do not align very well in this
case. We have a few ideas on this page as well, some of
these suggestions are similar to suggestions we made on the
previous landing pages.

1 The poster image on the landing page and the hero image
in the banner do not seem to obviously relate to each other. I
suggest using the same image for both, even if you opt to go
for a darkened version of the photo for the landing page so
you can still have the headline over the image.
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The CTA for this site is WAY below the fold, most users will
not scroll down that far. Instead I would have a sidebar with
the book and CTA. That way they will always be visible no
matter where the user is on the page.
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